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WHAT IS THIS DOCUMENT? WHY DOES IT MATTER?
What does washroom and change room design have to do with social justice?
A great deal.
As architects, we must consider the social impact resulting from all aspects of our
work. HCMA created this document to help fill a gap in design knowledge around
issues relating to universal washroom and change rooms in community and recreation
facilities. It is intended to be a resource for designers, municipal staff, facility planners,
building operators and managers, and anyone interested in understanding more about
this topic and why they are increasingly part of evolving best practice considerations
across project and building types.
This document discusses how universal washrooms and change rooms promote:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusivity for people with disabilities
Inclusivity for families
Inclusivity for transgender and non-binary people
Increased privacy and safety
Increased efﬁciency
Forward-thinking design

The objectives of this document are to provide context, identify benefits and
challenges, and share design strategies that promote inclusivity for a wide variety
of users. It shares a variety of critical background and information all in one place,
including building regulations, human rights legislation, terminology and statistics
on transgender and non-binary inclusion, typologies and precedents, and additional
resources.

EVIDENCE BASED RESEARCH
The foundation of this research is embedded in the evolution of our architectural
practice to maximize positive social impact, and decades of experience responding to
increasing client demand for universal spaces. HCMA conducted primary research into
building regulations, as well as a literature review of the history of universal washrooms
and changerooms.

Visualizing Design Strategies			
S Universal Single-User Washrooms		
M Universal Multi-Stall Washrooms

HCMA collaborated with TransFocus Consulting and the City of Surrey in the creation
of the document, drawing on:
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• Lived experience, primary research, and subject matter expertise on transgender
and non-binary inclusion, including and health and safety statistics.
• Social Planning and Civic Facilities expertise
• Engagement with the local community and stakeholders

Ensure supportive staff
operations and communications
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Signage that
emphasizes
function over user
identity helps
everyone feel
welcome.
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Create privacy where most needed to
enhance comfort
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Strive for inclusivity and
access for all

STATISTICS ON
HEALTH AND SAFETY

A 2015 study of over 27,000
transgender individuals in
the U.S. found that 26% of
all respondents were denied
access to washrooms, had
language and context relevant to discussions about universal washrooms
their presence in a washroom
and change rooms.
questioned,
and/or were
Major barriers to the widespread adoption of universal washrooms and change rooms include
the language
and
verbally harassed, physically
calculation tables of regulations that govern our built environments. Opportunities and timelines for change vary
DEFINITIONS
attacked, or sexually assaulted
Gendered
washrooms
are first
due
to the jurisdictional
nature
of these regulations.
in a washroom in the year prior
introduced at a Paris ball as spectacle
Gender
person's innate sense of their own gender.
(see "Everyone
Goes"Identity:
in AdditionalAResources)
to taking the survey.2

Evolution of
Change Rooms
in HCMA Projects
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Shared sinks can
accommodate all users.

NATIONAL
BUILDING
CODE
OFaCANADA
Gender
Expression:
How
person expresses and presents their unique
59% of respondents of the
same study
avoided using
to femininity
masculinity
through
speech,
Canada'srelationship
National Building
Codeand
(NBC)
is a model
codeattire,
that ishair,
adopted
or modified by various
jurisdictions
public washrooms.
32%
mannerisms,
etc.(British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec have adopted provincial
throughout
the country
codes based
on
avoided drinking or eating so
the NBC). The latest version was released in 2015. It is Universal
uncertain how
changes
made
Change
Room
Areato the 2018 editions of the
that they would not need to
Cisgender / cis (person): A person whose gender identity aligns with
International Building and Plumbing Codes (IBC + IPC),Women's
which primarily
govern
codes
in the United States,
Change
Room
Areaused
use the washroom, and 8%
their sex assigned at birth.
may influence the next version of Canada's NBC. Changes
to the
IPC include
and toilet
calculation
having
a urinary tract
Men's
Change
Room new
Areasignagereported
provisions
for universal/washrooms,
initially
proposed
by the
American
Institute
of Architects.1
infection or kidney-related
Transgender
trans (person):
A person
whose
gender
identity
does not

Context for
Universal
Washrooms
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Universal single-user
washrooms with sinks are
located for ease of visibility
and access for those with
mobility requirements, as
well as those who want more
space and/or privacy.
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M

Partial walls create
gradients of privacy from
the corridor into the shared
sink and vanity/baby
change areas.

Notes on
Transgender and Non-Binary Inclusion

Notes on
Gender-focused
advocacy has significantly advanced how we design for
Building
Regulations
inclusivity. The definitions and information on this page highlight important

S

3
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Typologies
and Precedents

are now protected by law to use a washroom or change room that
corresponds to their gender identity (see page 8).

M

Washrooms are
located near the
reception desk,
facilitating staff
assistance and
monitoring.

Full-height doors and
solid walls provide sound/
smell separation, while
translucent door panels
allow for monitoring of use
by staff. Door lock fixtures
clearly indicate vacancy.

Visible adherence to conventional notions of gender is still commonly
expected in public washrooms and change rooms, though all individuals

Welcome everyone with signage that
emphasizes function

Use openness to enhance safety
through activity and shared monitoring
Main circulation and lobby
areas are adjacent to the two
open entrances/exits. This
promotes passive monitoring
and options for entering and
leaving the space.
Openness in the central
shared area also promotes
active and passive
monitoring.

medical problem as a result
align with their sex assigned at birth.
avoiding washrooms
in the
The 2015 NBC clearly defines proportioning building users into male and female counts toofdetermine
toilet
CHANGEROOMS
past year.2
Non-binary
(person):
A
person
who
does
not
identify
as
either
woman
requirements for each, withEileen
the Dailly
intention to provide parity in wait times—particularly for women. Universal singleEarly
1900s
1993
1993
or
man.
Other
words
people
may
use
are
gender
variant,
gender
fluid,
user washrooms that meet accessibility requirements (including features such as grab barsA and
2011hooks)
report ofare
Canadian
31%*
Legislation
requiring
women's
Eileen
Dailly
and
gender
creative. washrooms,'
schools
found singlethat 52%
recognized
as 'universal
updated from 'universal toilet rooms'
in the
2010Pool
NBC.
Universal
washrooms as women enter the
Fitness Centre
of transgender
youth
user
washrooms
countAtoward
toiletterm
requirements
for small
such*family
as cafes,
but minimally
contribute
to feel
workplace
in greater
numbers
change area
TNB people:
shorthand
for 'transgender
andspaces
non-binary
people.'

unsafe inwashrooms.
gender-designated
requirements for large buildings.
There is no recognition of toilets provided in universal multi-stall
CHANGEROOMS
washrooms and change rooms.3
WALNUT GROVE
Two Spirit (person):CHANGEROOMS
An umbrella
term sometimes used to refer to
CHANGEROOMS
WALNUT
GROVE
1999
Mid
1900s
CHANGEROOMS
WALNUT
GROVE
1999
andoes
Indigenous
person
who simultaneously
both
a masculine
The NBC
not state
that WALNUT
men's
and
women's manifests
washrooms
must
be physically
GROVE
1999 separated. One strategy
1999
Civilused
Rights
Movement
- abolishment
1999 assumes
and
a feminine
spirit,
and
particular
gender roles
in traditional
to receive
approval
for universal
multi-stall
washrooms
has been
to indicate that total toilet counts are
31%*
Walnut Grove Community
of 'coloured' washrooms
Designing for Inclusivity:
Universal
Washrooms
and Change
RoomsS.,inKeisling,
Community
2 James,
S. E., Herman,
J.no
L., Rankin,
M., and Recreation Facilities |
andgender
practices.
based onceremonies
the assumed
split of users—they are just co-located
within
aStrategies
singleforshared
space
with
Centre
Mottet, L., & Anafi, M. The Report of the 2015 U.S.

*family change area
Transgender Survey. Washington, DC: National
distinction or separation between users.
Center for Transgender Equality, 2016.
Universal: Term used to indicate spaces that can be used by people of all
2014
3 Taylor, Catherine & Tracey Peter. Every Class in
abilities and genders. CHANGEROOMS
This includes multiple users, families, caregivers, and
Every School: Final Report on the First National
CHANGEROOMS
KILLARNEY
Document
Vancouver Park Board
OTHERfor
REGULATIONS
people with disabilities.
There is an emerging best practice to use the term
CHANGEROOMS
Climate Survey on Homophobia, Biphobia, and
KILLARNEY
2006
Building a Path to Parks & Recreation for
All:
Transphobia in Canadian Schools. Toronto: Egale
CHANGEROOMS
KILLARNEY
2006
= 144.4m2
+ SHOWERS/WC’S
89m2
The City
of
Vancouver
is one
of
the few
municipalities
in Canada to issue
its own code.
OfCanada
noteHuman
is the
recognition
ofVariant
'gender
neutral'
and 'all gender.'
Rights
Trust, 2011.
Reducing Barriers
for'universal'
Trans*
&instead
Gender
KILLARNEY
2006
2006
=
144.4m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
89m2
0.31m2/BATHER
2006 under article 3.7.2.11 of the 2014 Vancouver
= 144.4m2
+ SHOWERS/WC’S
Members
of universal Community
multi-stall washrooms
Building
Bylaw, which89m2
refers to
0.31m2/BATHER
=
144.4m2Community
+ SHOWERS/WC’S Pool 89m2
Killarney
0.31m2/BATHER
(link to document in Additional Resources)
62%
them as gender neutral washrooms with individual toilet stalls. Their requirements
include full height stall doors
0.31m2/BATHER
and walls, locks that indicate vacancy, and entrances with no doors (or doors with grills or open transoms).

CHANGEROOMS
2017
CHANGEROOMS
HILLCREST

National
and provincial
health
regulations also affect the design of facilities. For example, the BC Public Health
CHANGEROOMS
HILLCREST
2011
Bill C-16
is passed
in Canada,
legally
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CHANGEROOMS
HILLCREST
=
274.4m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
2011
supportingAct
individuals
to use
washroom
establishes
the the
amount
of2011
men's and women's change room space =
required
aquatic facilities, and allows
HILLCREST
2011
274.4m2for+ SHOWERS/WC’S
206m2
0.22m2/BATHER
that corresponds
to their
self-determined
=
274.4m2Centre
+ SHOWERS/WC’S
Hillcrest
for universal
change
rooms in2011
addition to gender-designated
ones.
206m2
0.22m2/BATHER
75%
=
274.4m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
gender identity
206m2
0.22m2/BATHER
206m2
0.22m2/BATHER
(see previous page)

CHANGEROOMS
1 Spula, Ian. "An Unexpected Ally of Gender-Neutral
Restrooms: Building Codes." Architect Magazine (September 2017). See link in Additional Resources.
CHANGEROOMS
GRANDVIEW
2017
2016
CHANGEROOMS
GRANDVIEW
2015
CHANGEROOMS
GRANDVIEW
2015
= 355.9m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
Changes to 2018 International Building Code
Grandview
Heights Aquatic
GRANDVIEW
2015
=
355.9m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
274m2
include fixture calculations and signage
0.32m2/BATHER
77%
2015
=
355.9m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
Centre
274m2
0.32m2/BATHER
suggestions for universal washrooms
=
355.9m2 + SHOWERS/WC’S
274m2
0.32m2/BATHER
Designing for Inclusivity: Strategies for Universal Washrooms and Change Rooms in Community
(see page 12)
274m2 and Recreation Facilities
0.32m2/BATHER
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DESIGN STRATEGIES

INDUSTRY INFLUENCE AND REACH

Described in detail in this report are design strategies that highlight important
considerations of universal washrooms and change rooms, such as encouraging
higher standards of privacy, accessibility, and comfort than are often found in genderdesignated ones. They also intend to help mitigate common concerns regarding safety
and privacy for various users.

HCMA created this document to be useful to as many people as possible. Shared over
20,000 times within the first week of its distribution, it is an open asset that can be
downloaded for free on our website at hcma.ca/resources.

The ﬁve strategies are:
|
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1
2

3
4

5

Strive for inclusivity and access for all
Use openness to enhance safety through activity and shared
monitoring
Create privacy where most needed to enhance comfort
Welcome everyone with signage that emphasizes function
and is clear, inclusive, and positive
Ensure supportive staff operations and communications

Many of the design strategies have been illustrated and visualized with example
washroom and change room layouts.
Meant to be explored, adapted, balanced, and applied within the unique context of
each project, these strategies reinforce how reducing barriers to access for vulnerable
populations ultimately improve access for everyone.

Our commitment to design for equity, inclusion, security, and adaptability requires
ongoing engagement with diverse users, stakeholders, and collaborators. We
encourage open dialogue on the evolving nature of these strategies, and ask readers
to share thoughts and experience that could help shape recommendations in the
future.
HCMA received feedback of its use locally and nationally by designers, institutions,
and governments. The contents have been presented at several regional and
international conferences including the International Association for Sports and
Leisure Facilities (IAKS) Congress 2018, National Sports Convention 2019,
Architectural Institute of British Columbia (AIBC) 2018, Newfoundland and Labrador
Athletics Association (NLAA) 2019 and Architecture Association of PEI 2019. It has
also been published in the article “Inclusive Restroom Design” in Library Journal (May
2018) and featured in SB Magazine (Dec 2018).

